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Abstract7

This paper discusses various multicast routing protocols which are proposed in the recent past8

each having its own unique characteristic, with a motive of providing a complete9

understanding of these multicast routing protocols and present the scope of future research in10

this field. Further, the paper specifically discusses the current development in the development11

of mesh based and hybrid multicasting routing protocols. The study of this paper addresses12

the solution of most difficult task in Multicast routing protocols for MANETs under host13

mobility which causes multi-hop routing which is even more severe with bandwidth14

limitations. The Multicast routing plays a substantial part in MANETs.15

16

Index terms—17
literature is composed of several multicast routing protocol from various routing philosophies. A proactive18

multicast routing protocol pre-determines the routes between any two nodes even if no such route is required. In19
contrast, reactive multicast routing finds a route as per the requirement i.e. on-demand. In some of the protocols20
all available nodes are peers referred as flat network topology whereas in others a hierarchy is maintained among21
nodes and only nodes belonging to same level of hierarchy are considered as peers. Many of the protocols presume22
that every individual node is aware about its present location in the network and at the same time is competent23
enough to learn the locations of other nodes in the network. The literature also features some protocols which24
are even capable of co-relating the available energy from the battery and the required energy for packet data25
transfer. Even few multicast routing protocols discover and maintain multipaths for a given node pair, for which26
the utility of these multiple paths are a function of the features of the protocol. The work of this paper presents27
an up-to-theminute review of unique multicast routing protocols for MANETs. As it is a tedious job to comment28
on the applicable efficiency of a protocol in a given set of conditions, hence the motive of this paper is to classify29
these multicast routing protocol under various routing categories. As a fact of amazement, we have found that30
depending on their primary routing selection principle, all of these protocols can be categorized under either31
application independent-based multicast routing or application dependent-based multicast routing strategies.32
Correspondingly, the results presented in this survey can be utilized by the research community and this can lead33
to a new archetype for the evaluation of multicast routing protocols [4].34

Even though several such surveys are already developed, of which some are even cited in this paper, most of35
them are not updated. The work of this paper is unique as it introduces new technical parameters as overlay36
multicast, network coding-based multicast, energy efficient multicast etc. and the classification of the multicast37
protocols is a authentic aspect of this article. This paper is composed by genuine methodology which does not38
co-relates with the classification methods of either the convention internet multicast or the methods of previous39
surveys, in the area and give sufficient in-depth knowledge about the present day advancements in the field. The40
primary objective of this paper is to generate a valuable classification of the field of multicast routing protocol,41
which is detailed and updated.42

To achieve this objective, we have identified those fundamental components of a multicast routing protocol,43
disassembled them into the significant individual mechanisms, and classified features on the basis of mechanisms44
which we felt necessary to accomplish its function for the multicast routing protocol.45
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3 C) CLASSIFICATION BY CONNECTION INITIATION PROCESS

The paper is structured as follows: The Section II discovers preferred properties of the multicast routing; the46
categorization of multicast routing protocols for MANET was discovered in Section III. Section IV discusses the47
present state of the art in advancement of mesh based and hybrid multicast routing protocols for MANETs.48

1. In order to avoid the sever cons such as packet dropping, robustness in adapting node mobility and unwarned49
changes in topology with limited control overhead must be the quality of multicast routing protocols. The control50
overhead minimization is particular in topologies with limited or low energy levels. 2. The transmission of control51
packets needs to be limited and related to the total number of data packets reaching their destination. 3. Energy52
saving techniques aimed at minimizing the total power consumption of all nodes in the multicast group (minimize53
the number of nodes used to establish multicast connectivity, minimize the number of overhead controls, etc.)54
and at maximizing the multicast life span should be considered. 4. Multicast routing protocols should be able55
to reserve different network resources to achieve QoS requirements such as, capacity, delay, delay jitter, and56
packet loss. 5. Due to ad-hoc infrastructure, wireless medium and broadcast nature MANETS are vulnerable57
to eavesdropping, interference, spoofing, and so forth. Hence it is obvious to provide security for any routing58
methodology that includes multicast routing also. 6. Consistency in Stability also referred as scalability need to59
be at its high that regardless of node count and infrastructure limits and variations.60

Multicast routing protocols can be classified based on following properties: Layer: The network layer that61
routing protocol targeting Topology: The topology that used by protocol Routing scheme: The routing scheme62
selected for protocol Initialization: The node selected for initialization process.63

Responsibilities of Network layers : Out of the IP layer and MAC layer, the former is liable for routing data64
between a source-destination pair (end-to-end), whereas the latter make sure that the packet data is delivered65
properly to the destination (reliability), this brings in role of the Application layer in order to buffer data66
locally until the acknowledgments (ACKs) have been received. The applicability criteria of the OMR model can67
be decided from the OMR protocols [16,45,46,47,30] which have had been repeatedly quoted in literature, the68
following are the considerations for choice of OMR model: 1) As it does not require variations at the network69
layer, it is simple to deploy.70
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2) There is no requirement for the intermediate (forwarder) nodes to maintain their per group state for each73
multicast group which have always been a tedious task, even on the internet.74

3) The various routing complication are overshadowed by the creation of a virtual (logical) topology, like75
the link failure conditions, which are left to be trouble shooted at the network layer itself. 4) At last, Overlay76
multicasting can deploy the capabilities of lower-layer protocols in providing flow control, congestion control,77
security, or reliability as per the requirements of the application.78

Overlay multicasting can refer as multiple unicast routing paths, hence the transmission of all multicast data79
packets among the group members take place in the form of unicast packet, which raises the issue of packet80
collision and low resource utilization exclusively where group member location density is high.81

MAC layer Multicast Routing MMR : The main objective of the MAC layer multicasting is enhancing82
the network efficiency through the enactment of positive ACK and retransmission policies for multicast data83
transmission. This sometimes result into considerable end-to-end dormancies in multicast data delivery, may84
cause significant end-to-end latencies in multicast data delivery, particularly when the source and destination85
are separated by a huge quantity of hops. Moreover, this method may enhance the node buffer size [48]. The86
performance of multicast communication can be considerably enhanced by the use of a dependable and competent87
MAC layer multicast protocol.88

2 b) Classification by Routing Schemes89

Proactive or Reactive or On-Demand by source : As per the requirement of multicast routes to a multicast90
group by the source node, a route discovery process either local or global is initiated by the source node within91
the network. This results in an on-demand update about the multicast routing and group membership. In92
comparison with the table-driven multi-cast protocols this approach uses less power, capacity and low control93
overhead. But, this approach may result in rout acquisition latency.94

Hybrid routing scheme : When connected nodes are grouped based on the topology in hierarchical way then95
each hierarchy can opt to either proactive or reactive to elevate the respective drawbacks. This approach is96
known as Hybrid Routing Scheme. But this model needs to tolerate route acquisition latency at hierarchy level97
that relies on reactive approach. The delay time at node joining to a multicast group is not tolerable and can98
claim as drawback of this model.99

3 c) Classification By Connection Initiation Process100

Connection Initiation by source : The source constructs a multicast mesh or tree by flooding the network with101
a Join Request message. Any receiver node wishing to join a multicast group replies with a Join Reply message.102
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Connection initiation by target : receiver node wishing to join a multicast group floods the network with a103
Join Request message searching for a route to a multicast group.104

Connection initiation by source or target : Some multicast protocols may not fall strictly into either of these105
two types of approach when they do not distinguish between source and receiver for initialization of the multicast106
group. Initialization is achieved either by the source or by the receiver. This type can be identified as a hybrid107
approach.108

4 d) Classification by Route Construction Approach109

Tree based Approaches : The multicast data is forwarded over a tree, on a tree-based protocol developed in a110
fixed multicast routing. The tree based approaches suffer from offering less stiffness to the network apart from111
mobility susceptible for link failure, even though they are appraised on the issue of their band-width efficiencies.112

Source-Tree-based approach : In this approach each source node creates a single multicast tree spanning all113
the members in a group. Usually, the path between the source and each member is not the shortest.114

Shared-Tree based approach : In this approach only one multicast tree is created for a multicast group which115
includes all the source nodes. This tree is rooted at a node referred as the core node. Each source uses this116
tree to initiate a multicast. Shared-Tree-based approach not considering the shortest path for routing, but it117
considers single point of failure, hence it maintains more routing information that leads to overhead. In addition,118
the traffic is aggregated on the shared tree rather than evenly distributed throughout the network, which gives119
it low throughput.120

Mesh-based approach : This approach the source to all receivers communicates under mesh topology. This121
approach is good in terms of elimination of link failure situations and high packet delivery rate as it offers multiple122
paths between source and any connected node. But this approach suffers from the flaws like capacity wastage,123
power insufficiency and dismissed transmission of data packet leads to more overhead. As a conclusion it can be124
said with sufficient confidence that the Mesh-based approach is more advisable for MANETs than the Tree-based125
approach.126

Hybrid approach : This approach provides a blend of mesh-based and tree-based approaches; as a result it127
provides robustness as well as efficiency.128

Stateless Approach : This approach is good for only small multicast group. The methodology of this approach129
is instead of maintaining the routing information at every forwarding node; a source specifically mentions the130
destination list in the packet header. This stateless approach [14,30,31] is optimal to avoid the overhead caused131
by mesh or tree construction.132

5 e) Classification by Group Maintenance Approach133

There is a high-time need of efficient group maintenance in the MANETs as it suffers from frequent link breaks134
due to the lack of mobility of the nodes.135

Proactive Soft State : Proactive soft state approach maintains the multicast group by refreshing the group136
membership and associated routes by flooding the control packets periodically Reactive Hard State : This137
approach sends control packets at the time of link failure and as a result routes are reconfigured.138

Proactive Hard State : This approach with the aid of local prediction techniques based on GPS or signal139
strength reconfigures the routed prior to link failure.140

However, on one hand the soft-state approach is good in terms of reliability i.e. high packet delivery ratio and141
whereas the hard-state approach is considerably efficient in terms of overhead. i.142

Adaptive Shared-Tree Multicast (ASTM) Routing ASTM [6] is a hybrid protocol that presents a wonderful143
blend of per source and shared tree and is based on the notation of the Rendezvous Point (RP). The receiver144
members create the RP-rooted multicast forwarding tree periodically sending Join Requests to the RP. The join145
request consists of the forward list, which is originally set to include all senders. Sources send their multicast146
data to the RP, and the RP forwards the multicast data to the receivers. However, depending on the protocol147
operation as in unicast sender mode the internal nodes in between the path of source and RP may or may not148
promote these packets to other nodes. But in case of multicast sender mode the packet can be forwarded to other149
nodes and that will be known to the source. Further, in case if the nodes are in vicinity the ASTM facilitates the150
source to send a packet directly to the receiver node eliminating the need to pass through the RP, this method151
is known as adaptive multicast (adaptive per source multicast routing).152

Observation: : The dependence of the ASTM on the RP is considered to be a failure. Further the increase153
in the mobility results decrement in the output, because of the impotency of the routing and multicast protocol154
to maintain their pace at par with the node movements. In case of the adaptive multicast, the efficiency lowers155
because even though the source can directly transmit the destination but often the path is not the shortest.156

ii.157
On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) ODMRP [24] is a source-initiated multicast routing158

protocol which introduces the concept of forwarding group in which only few nodes can forward the multicast159
packets. In certain cases where the multicast sources have data to send but they lack the routing or membership160
information, they transmit a JOIN DATA. When a node receives a genuine JOIN DATA packet, the same is161
restored in the upstream node ID and it retransmits the packet. In such situations when the JOIN DATA reaches162
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6 DYNAMIC CORE-BASED MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOL (DCMP)

the destination i.e. the multicast receiver it initiates the formation of a JOIN TABLE and sends it to the fellow163
nodes. Furthermore, at the reception of a JOIN TABLE packet the node it initiates the verification of the next164
node ID pursuant to its own ID. Based on the verification if the next ID matches to the ID of sender node, the165
later realizes that the former is in the path to the source and thus is a part of the forwarding group. It then166
broadcasts its own JOIN TABLE packet built upon matched entries. Hence in this way the JOIN TABLE packet167
is forwarded by each group member through the shortest possible path to the multicast source.168

Observation: The primary flaw in the ODMRP is high control overhead while maintaining the current forwarder169
groups and all network request package flooding; the problem can be easily addressed by the measures suggested170
by Xiong et al. [36], the preemptive route maintenance. Further, the second disadvantage is the reduction in171
multicast efficiency due to the duplication of packets between the forwarding nodes and the destination source.172
Apart from these two flaws, this approach suffers a drawback due to scalability problem. Finally, the sources173
must be part of the group’s multicast mesh, even when they are not interested in receiving multicast packets.174

iii.175
Adaptive Core Multicast Routing Protocol (ACMRP) ACMRP [9] is an on-demand core based multicast176

routing protocol. A multicast mesh is shared by the sources of a group. A designated node, called a core, while177
not well known, adapts to the current Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology Volume XII Issue VI178
Version I March network topology and group membership status. A multicast mesh is created and maintained179
by the periodic flooding of a Join Request packet which is performed by the adaptive core. When a node receives180
a fresh JREQ, it inserts the packet into its jreq cache and updates the route to the core. Then, it changes the181
”upstream node address” field in the packet to its own address and retransmits the packet. Group members182
(including multicast receivers as well as sources) send a Join Reply (JREP) packet to their upstream node on183
receipt of a non duplicate JREQ packet. Upon receiving the JREP, the upstream node stores the group address,184
which will be used to forward multicast packets destined for the group in the future. This node is called a185
forwarding node. It inserts a (group address, source address) pair into the forwarding group table. Then, it186
sends a JREP to its own upstream node. Eventually, the JREP reaches the core. The backward propagations187
of JREPs construct multicast routes between group members and the core. Consequently, a multicast mesh is188
established. The adaptive core mechanism of ACMRP automatically handles any link failure, node failure, or189
network partition.190

Observation: The advancement in the adaptivity of ACMRP decreases core dependency, thereby improving191
performance and robustness and making ACMRP manages to perform well dynamically changing networks. This192
approach fits well in the heavily loaded ad hoc network as well as it scales brilliantly to large number of group193
members. The major problem with this approach is the path between the nodes and the destination source is not194
the shortest, apart from this the selection of core is complicated. The location of the core position is of primary195
importance, while positioning the core it should be considered that it is placed with the least hop counts of routes196
toward group members and assure that it has sufficient residual power for support until the election of the new197
core. iv.198

6 Dynamic Core-Based Multicast Routing Protocol (DCMP)199

The DCMP [15] is an advanced version of the ODMRP and it addresses the issue of minimizing the number of200
senders flooding JREQ packets by choosing specific senders as cores. This further decreases the control overhead201
and hence enhances the efficiency of the ODMRP multicast protocol. In terms of the working methodology the202
DCMP generates a similar mesh as that of the ODMRP. It classifies the sources into three group of reducing the203
flooding, as: active, passive and core active; among which only the active and core active sources flood the JREQ.204
Packets generated at the passive sources are transmitted to the core active sources, which further forwards them205
to the mesh. A healthy operation is carried out by keeping a restriction on the number of core active sources206
aiding the passive sources, whereas to keep the packet delivery ratio high the distance or number of hops between207
a passive sources and a core active source should not be limited.208

Observation: Even though the DCMP is incapable to address all the issues of ODMRP but is widely appraised209
for its enhanced scalability. Moreover, in the situation of failure of a core active source, multiple multicast sessions210
fails. v.211

Multicast for Ad Hoc Networks with Swarm Intelligence (MANSI) MANSI [7], employs swarm intelligence to212
outlast the flaws of multicast routing in MANETs. Swarm intelligence refers to complex behaviors that arise213
from very simple individual behaviors and interactions, which are often observed in nature, especially among214
social insects such as ants and honey bees. Although each individual (an ant, e.g.,) has little intelligence and215
simply follows basic rules using local information obtained from the environment, global optimization objectives216
emerge when ants work collectively as a group. In this context MANSI segregates minute control packets which217
collect the information at the nodes visited by them. MANSI’s methodology is core-based approach under which218
to establish multicast connectivity between the member nodes it employs the designated node (core), it makes219
the core the leader in the multicast session. It initiates a session by announcing its presences by flooding the220
network with a CORE ANNOUNCE packet. This is followed by transmission of a JREQ packet by the member221
nodes, as an act of reaction for the establishment of a connection, the JREQ packets flood back to the core by222
the reverse path. In this way this approach nullifies the event of duplication of packet data since only those223
nodes act as forwarders which have had received the JREQ addressed to themselves. Further these forwarding224
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nodes are responsible for accepting and retransmitting the packets. To maintain connectivity and allow new225
members to join, the core floods CORE ANNOUNCE periodically, as long as there are more data to be sent. As226
a consequence, these forwarding nodes form a mesh structure that connects the group members, while the core227
serves as a focal point for forwarding set creation and maintenance.228

Observation: The addition of swarm intelligence in MANSI reduces the number of nodes used to establish229
the multicast connectivity, however, the path between the multicast member and forwarding node sets can’t be230
referred as shortest. Further, this approach increases the probability of successful delivery of the packets as due231
to the mesh-based methodology enhances the redundancy. In MANSI, group connectivity can be made more232
efficient by having some members share common paths to the core with other members in order to further reduce233
the total cost of forwarding data packets. Since a node’s cost is abstract and may be defined to represent different234
metrics, MANSI can be applied to many variations of multicast routing problems for ad hoc networks, such as235
load balancing, secure routing, and energy conservation. vi.236

7 Forward Group Multicast Protocol (FGMP)237

FGMP [16] is a multicast routing protocol that creates a multicast mesh on demand, and is based on the238
forwarding group concept. FGMP keeps track not of links but of groups of nodes which participate in multicast239
packet forwarding.240

Observation: The FGMP keeps a check on flooding by keeping a cap over the GS nodes, and hence it decreases241
channel and overhead storage overhead. . But the protocols efficiency can suffer heavily in the cases of highly242
mobile environment due to the repeated variations in FG. The FGMP addresses the issues only accepted in small243
networks and specifically only when the number of receivers is less than the number of senders. The usage of244
FGMP-SA is proved to considerably efficient in the networks with more number of sources than the multicast245
nodes, else in the viceversa circumstances FGMP-RA is more efficient than FGMP-SA. vii.246

8 CAMP : Core-Assisted Mesh Protocol247

This approach, CAMP [13] is the next generation core based trees CBT [37] which were made known for Internet248
multicasting into multicasting meshes and further which possess higher connectivity than the conventional trees.249
In cases of repeated movement of the network routers, to facilitate better connectivity this approach defines a250
shared multicast group. CAMP establishes and maintains a multicast mesh, which is a subset of the network251
topology, which provides multiple paths between a source-receiver pair and ensures that the shortest paths from252
receivers to sources (called reverse shortest paths) are part of a group’s mesh. One or multiple cores are defined253
per multicast group to assist in join operations; therefore, CAMP eliminates the need for flooding. CAMP uses254
a receiver-initiated approach for receivers to join a multicast group. A node sends a JREQ toward a core if none255
of its neighbors is a member of the group; otherwise, it simply announces its membership using either reliable256
or persistent updates. If cores are not reachable from a node that needs to join a group, the node broadcasts its257
JREQ using an ERS, which eventually reaches some group member. In addition, CAMP supports an alternate258
way for nodes to join a multicast group by employing simplex mode.259

Observation: CAMP needs an underlying proactive unicast routing protocol (the Bellman-Ford routing scheme)260
to maintain routing information about the cores, in which case considerable overhead may be incurred in a large261
network. Link failures have a small effect in CAMP, so, when a link fails, breaking the reverse shortest path to a262
source, the node affected by the break may not have to do anything, because the new reverse shortest path may263
very well be part of the mesh already. Moreover, multicast data packets keep flowing along the mesh through264
the remaining paths to all destinations. However, if any branch of a multicast tree fails, the tree must reconnect265
all components of the tree for packet forwarding to continue to all destinations. viii.266

Source Routing-Based Multicast Protocol (SRMP) SRMP [27] is an on-demand multicast routing protocol.267
It constructs a mesh topology to connect each multicast group member, thereby providing a richer connectivity268
among members of a multicast group or groups. To establish a mesh for each multicast group, SRMP uses the269
concept of FG nodes. SRMP applies the source routing mechanism defined in the Dynamic Source Routing270
(DSR) [38] protocol to avoid channel overhead and to improve scalability. Also, SRMP addresses the concept of271
connectivity quality. Moreover, it addresses two important issues in solving the multicast routing problem: the272
path availability concept and higher battery life paths.273

Observation: SRMP selects the most stable paths among multicast group members. This not only maximizes274
the lifetime of the routes but also offers more reliability and robustness, thus results in the consumption of less275
power In addition it minimizes channel and storage overhead (improving the scalability of the protocol) by the276
means of route discovery and link failure detection on demand, as well as saving bandwidth and network resources277
The value of the four metrics used in selecting the paths may not be globally constant, however. They probably278
vary with different network load conditions. For this very reason the four metrics must be made to be adaptive279
to the network load conditions. ix.280

Neighbor-Supporting Multicast Protocol (NSMP) NSMP [22] is a source-initiated multicast routing protocol,281
and is an extension to ODMRP [24]. A mesh is created by a source, which floods a request throughout the282
network. Intermediate nodes cache the upstream node information contained in the request and forward the283
packet after updating this field. When a route discovery packet is discovered by any node present in the network,284
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9 XI.

a reply to its upstream nodes is sent. Intermediate nodes receiving these replies make an entry in their routing285
tables and forward the replies upstream toward the source in the case where multiple route discovery packets are286
received by the receiver, it makes use of relative weight metric (which depends on the number of forwarding and287
non-forwarding nodes on the path from the source to the receiver)for selecting one route out of multiple routes.288
A path which holds the lowest relative weight is chosen.289

Observation: the aim of NSMP is to reduce the flood of control packets to a subset of the entire network. Node290
locality utilization technique is applied to reduce the control overhead while it also maintains a high delivery291
ration which increases the overall Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology Volume XII Issue VI292
Version I March performance. NSMP favors paths with a larger number of existing forwarding nodes to reduce293
the total number of multicast packets transmitted. It is preferable to make the relative weight metric adaptive294
to variations in the network load conditions.295

x.296
On-Demand Global Hosts for Ad Hoc Multicast (OGHAM) OGHAM [23] constructs two-tier architecture by297

selecting backbone hosts (BHs) on demand for multicast services. Each multicast member must be attached298
to a BH. In order to obtain shorter multicast routes, the hosts with a minimal number of hops to the other299
hosts are adopted as BHs in order to obtain shorter multicast routes., rather than those with a maximum no.300
of neighbors. BHs are responsible for determining multicast routes, forwarding data packets, handling dynamic301
group membership (the nodes can dynamically join or leave the group), and updating multicast routes due to302
host movement.303

Observation: OGHAM minimizes transmission time and lost packets because BHs aims at minimizing the total304
number of hops to all the hosts (receivers) in OGHAM firstly the infrastructure for a particular multicast group305
is constructed, the selected BHs are made globally available for the other ad hoc multicast groups .Therefore, it306
is not necessary for follow up multicast groups to flood again for constructing an additional infrastructure. Hence307
the ratio of control packets declines (very scalable) with the increment in the group size or the group number.308

9 xi.309

Agent-Based Multicast Routing Scheme (ABMRS) ABMRS [40] employs a set of static and mobile agents in order310
to find the multicast routes, and to create the backbone for reliable multicasting, as a result of which the packet311
delivery ratio is improved. The including steps of the ABMRS are the following: reliable node identification,312
reliable node interconnection, reliable backbone construction, multicast group creation, and network and multicast313
group management. The Reliability Factor (RF, which depends on various parameters such as power ratio,314
bandwidth ratio, memory ratio, and mobility ratio) is computed by the Route Manager Agent (RMA) present315
at each node and this RF is advertised to each of its neighbors. The Network Initiation Agent (NIA) at each316
node receives the advertised packet and determines who has the highest RF. The node with the highest RF will317
announce itself as a reliable node and inform its RMA.318

Observation: ABMRS computes multicast routes in a distributed manner, which provides good scalability.319
ABMRS is more reliable, that is, it has a higher packet delivery ratio, than MAODV [19].this is because ABMRS320
uses reliable nodes to create multicast tree. However a significant control overhead is observed compared to321
MAODV, especially when mobility and the multicast group size are increased. The reason for this is that more322
agents are generated to find a route to reliable nodes. ABMRS assumes the availability of agent platform at323
all mobile nodes. However, if the agent platform is somehow unavailable, the traditional message exchange324
mechanism can be used for agent communication. This results in incurring more control overhead. In addition,325
ABMRS uses Dijkstra’s algorithm for computing routes between two reliable nodes, and, therefore, it needs the326
network topology in advance. As a result, ABMRS has a scalability issue and a significant overhead will be327
incurred as well.328

xii.329
Optimized Polymorphic Hybrid Multicast Routing Protocol (OPHMR) OPHMR [41] is built using the reactive330

behavior of ODMRP [24] and the proactive behavior of the MZRP [21] protocol. In addition, the Multipoint Relay331
(MPR) based mechanism of the OLSR [42] protocol is used to perform an optimization forwarding mechanism.332
OPHMR attempts to incapacitate the three desired routing characteristics, namely, hybridization (the ability of333
mobile nodes (MNs) to behave either proactively or reactively, depending on the conditions), adaptability (the334
ability of the protocol to adapt its behavior for the best performance when mobility and vicinity density levels335
are changed), and power efficiency. To enable hybridization and adaptability, that is, polymorphism, OPHMR336
introduces different threshold values, namely, power, mobility, and vicinity density. OPHMR is empowered with337
various operational modes which are either proactive or reactive, based on an MN’s power residue, mobility338
level, and/or vicinity density level. In a route, According to its own strategy each MN tries to determine the339
destination node. Thus, the MNs maintain their own routing tables in order to try to find the next forwarding340
nodes, these routing tables are established in the background for proactive stations, or by using broadcasting for341
reactive stations. This feature ensures the avoidance of any hysterical behavior.342

Observation: OPHMR is, in the long run, enhances the survivability of the mobile ad hoc nodes and is able343
to extend the battery life of the mobile ad hoc nodes. As a result, the end-to-end delay is decreased and the344
packet delivery ratio is increased, in comparison with other protocols, such as ODMRP [24],while the control345
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packet overhead remains at an acceptable rate. OPHMR follows the proactive Hard-State approach to maintain346
the multicast topology. Hence, the packet delivery ratio decreases as the mobility of the nodes increases.347

10 xiii.348

Ad Hoc Multicasting Routing Protocol (AMRoute) AMRoute [43] creates a multicast shared-tree over mesh. It349
uses the unicast tunnels in creating bidirectional shared multicast tree to provide connections between multicast350
group members. At least one logical core that is responsible for group members and tree maintenance is presented351
in each group.352

Initially every group members declares itself as a core for its own group of size 1. Each core discovers others353
disjoint mesh segments for the group by periodically flooding JREQs (using an ERS).354

Observation: AMRoute aims at creating an efficient and robust shared tree for each group. It helps in keeping355
the multicast delivery tree unchanged with changes of network topology, as long as there exists a path between356
tree members and core nodes via mesh links. Amroutes suffers from loop formation and nonoptimal tree creation,357
and requires higher overhead in assigning a new core, when there is mobility present. Amroutes also suffers from358
a single point of failure of the core node.359

xiv.360
Progressively Adapted Sub-Tree in Dynamic Mesh (PASTDM) PASTDM [46] is an overlay multicast routing361

protocol that creates a virtual mesh spanning all the members of a multicast group. PASTDM [46] employs362
standard unicast routing and forwarding in order to fulfill multicast functionality. A multicast session is started363
with the construction of a virtual mesh, on top of the physical links, spanning all group members. A neighbor364
discovery process is started, using the ERS technique [35] by each of the member node. For this purpose, Group365
REQ messages are periodically exchanged among all the member nodes.366

Observation: PASTDM constructs a virtual mesh topology, which has the advantage of scaling very well,367
since this topology can hide the real network topology, regardless of the network dimension. In addition, it368
uses unicast routing to carry the packets. Moreover, in the existence of the change of the underlying topology,369
PASTDM alleviates the redundancy in data delivery. However, since PASTDM does not explicitly consider370
node mobility prediction in the computation of the adaptive cost, the link cost calculation may be incorrect. In371
addition, it constructs the overlay and maintains even if no source has multicast data to transmit. Exchanging372
link state information with neighbors and the difficulty of preventing different unicast tunnels from sharing the373
same physical links may affect the efficiency of the protocol. Simulations [46] show that PASTDM is more efficient374
than AMRoute. 1 2 3 4

Figure 1: IP
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Driven

:
The
name
it-
self

indicates the routing information sustains at every
individual node by one or more tables. The event driven
table update model or periodical table update model
can be used for the table update mechanism. Such
protocols require table updates repeatedly that are
pursuant to topology variations. The table updates does
not depends on the need of a topology chance, further
which displays a flaw of high power consumption and
pertaining more capacity and

suf-
fi-
cient
con-
trol

overhead, particularly in the situations of highly mobile
environment where topology variations are more
frequent. In contrast, this approach results in minimal
route acquisition latency.

Figure 2: Table Driven
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